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Preparing quick meals on camping trips is easy if you have the right recipes and ingredients. Just

wait until you get any of the 100 recipes in this cookbook cooking over an open flame. Camp

cooking has never been easier or tastier.Hot dogs and canned foods are by no means the extent of

foods you can prepare easily while camping. If you can cook it at home, you can cook it over a

campfire if you bring the needed ingredients and cooking equipment.Get a head start on any of

these recipes by combining the seasonings at home in advance. Store each set in a separate

plastic bag, label it and add a copy of the recipe. Cooking out will be a breeze when you are

organized and that will leave extra time for fun in the sun.There are many ways to cook while

camping, from grilling to tin foil packets to Dutch ovens. Just pop your meat and veggie in tin foil,

cook it over the campfire and you have a quick and delicious meal. You will find many recipes

you&apos;ll love inside this camp cooking guide.From chicken, beef, pork, fish and turkey to side

dishes and ending up with desserts, this collection of camping recipes features a wide variety of

meals so you can cook out any time of the year. Newly added camping hacks also.
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This simple cookbook is invaluable for planning meals for your camping expedition with the family!

Sit down & pick meals for your breakfast, dinner, desserts & snacks to make a grocery list before

you head off shopping for your cooking supplies.The recipes all use readily available ingredients,

many of which you'll find in your pantry. Now you can assemble all your supplies & be ready to pack

them up for your trip. The book also gives tips about what to take for camp kitchen supplies & how

to set up a camp kitchen. This is down to earth info, but it's helpful to have it written down in one

place, where you can refer to it! If you're taking the kids or grandkids along, theres a section on tips

for camping with kids.If you're using a Kindle, you'll have the whole book at your fingertips when

you're out in the great outdoors, so there's no need to copy recipes or try to remember them!!

Another nice feature of this book...it's not so large that it gets overwhelming, but gives plenty of

variety, even if you'll be camping for an extended period.This great little book is well worth its

minimal cost....whether you have kids or not, you're sure to find loads of great recipes, perfectly

suited for your adventure in the great outdoors!!!

These recipes are great summer cooking recipes. They can be cooked using a backyard fire pit or

grill without heating up the house on these hot days. Almost all of them could also be adapted for

inside cooking during the rest of the year and we'll be doing that this winter when we do "living room

camping." The camping checklists are helpful for making sure you don't forget anything and the tips

for outdoor cooking are useful too.

I got this book as my family are involved in Scouting and wanted to try a few different recipes. It

didn't disappoint, I have cooked a couple of things and will be trying more recipes,all ingredients are

readily accessible and most things you have in your pantry. Great book.

I don't want to just sound mean, but this was just too simple. 99% of the recipes were basically -

take your ingredients outside and cook them over fire. There were two that I thought "oh yeah, that's

cool." A ziplock bag filled with omelette ingredients cooked in boiling water. Clever for quick clean

up, but probably still simpler to cook in a pan. Then refrigerated biscuit dough straight over the fire

for, well I'm not sure, but I'd eat it. To be fair, new moms looking for cheap meals that kids would

like, this is really, really good. But if you are looking for interesting food or innovative outdoor

cooking methods, you won't be happy with this. Maybe a change in marketing technique is in order.

Having been an avid camper and outdoor "cooker" for many years, I am impressed with both the



quantity and quality of these recipes.This book covers everything - from breakfast to desserts - plus,

detailed information on preparation.Not only does it have meat but it also has fish! Then, add in

veggies, different types of chili and some pizza for those that can't leave home without it. Plus,

much, much more..I have had grilled peaches before and they are excellent. This book also has a

recipe for baked bananas..An outstanding collection which make your camping experience a

wonderful memory.Anyone for seconds??

I purchased this book for my husband for Father's Day, because he is always looking for a reason

to cook outdoors. He has been lost in this book looking for the first recipe to prepare. He says with

so many delicious looking ones it is hard to choose.

This book is pretty straight-forward, with some recipes I've seen before plus more new ones I am

willing to try as they made my mouth water. The author does a good job of explaining, and the

recipes are geared toward someone who has minimal room to pack on a camping trip (as it should

be) vs. someone who acts as if the refrigerator or pantry is just around the corner. On the other

hand, some of these breakfast recipes look pretty good for me to try at home (and I did!).I originally

picked this up for free during a Kindle promotion, and as I type this review I see it has reverted back

to its normal $2.99 price. If you are looking for some good, easy recipes for your next camping trip

vs. the same old stuff you've been using, I'd recommend you give this one a shot.

We travel in a motorhome with a small kitchen, and there are a lot of recipes here that work for us,

plus a wealth of good ideas for time and space efficient meals while on the road. Pretty easy to

adapt the "in campfire coals" recipes to an RV oven, and all are 1 pan (or skillet) recipes or "in foil"

for zero cleanup. I like that! :) Minus 1 star for no clickable table of contents (though highlighting

favorite recipe names on the kindle works almost as well) - plus 1 star for the price being right.

Thank you for a truly practical and useful camping cookbook!
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